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into the hands of the president

Mr. Guido Raimondi

Strasbourg, France

Re: The request for an examination of a suspect activity

of Ms. Eva Hubálková from the Czech Section

Human Rights Defense z.s. (hereinafter HRD-NGO) is non-governmental organization with the residence in the Czech Republic.

HRD-NGO is beginning to make public a suspect activity

of Ms. Eva Hubálkobá from the Czech Section of the Court.
Therefore is in the interests of the Court to examine this problem, because a suspect activity of Ms. Eva Hubálková is danger for a reputation of the Court and the Council of Europe and for a stability of a protection of human rights.


Chlumec nad Cidlinou
the Czech Republic
on 21 June 2017

Ladislava Kryžová
Head of HRD-NGO